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Abstract Global maps of the mesoscale eddy available potential energy (EAPE) field at a depth of 500 m
are created using potential density anomalies in a high-resolution 1/12.58 global ocean model. Maps made
from both a free-running simulation and a data-assimilative reanalysis of the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean
Model (HYCOM) are compared with maps made by other researchers from density anomalies in Argo pro-
files. The HYCOM and Argo maps display similar features, especially in the dominance of western boundary
currents. The reanalysis maps match the Argo maps more closely, demonstrating the added value of data
assimilation. Global averages of the simulation, reanalysis, and Argo EAPE all agree to within about 10%.
The model and Argo EAPE fields are compared to EAPE computed from temperature anomalies in a data
set of ‘‘moored historical observations’’ (MHO) in conjunction with buoyancy frequencies computed from a
global climatology. The MHO data set allows for an estimate of the EAPE in high-frequency motions that is
aliased into the Argo EAPE values. At MHO locations, 15–32% of the EAPE in the Argo estimates is due to
aliased motions having periods of 10 days or less. Spatial averages of EAPE in HYCOM, Argo, and MHO data
agree to within 50% at MHO locations, with both model estimates lying within error bars observations. Anal-
ysis of the EAPE field in an idealized model, in conjunction with published theory, suggests that much of
the scatter seen in comparisons of different EAPE estimates is to be expected given the chaotic, unpredict-
able nature of mesoscale eddies.
1. Introduction
Low-frequency flow in the ocean is dominated by mesoscale eddies. These eddies have time scales on the
order of 30–200 days, have length scales on the order of 50–200 km, and have been studied through many
observational platforms including moored current meters and thermistors (e.g., Richman et al., 1977; Schmitz,
1988), satellite altimetry (e.g., Chelton et al., 2007), and surface drifters (e.g., Lumpkin & Pazos, 2007). In recent
years, increased computer power has led to high-resolution, three-dimensional ocean models that are able to
simulate and forecast mesoscale eddies on a global scale (e.g., Chassignet et al., 2009; Hecht & Hasumi, 2008).
Because global eddying models are used for forecasting oceanic flows and for dynamical process studies, the
question arises as to how accurate these models are at representing energetic phenomena in the ocean. A
number of recent studies have focused on comparisons of high-resolution three-dimensional ocean models
with observational data. For example, model kinetic energy in both low-frequency (Penduff et al., 2006; Scott
et al., 2010; Thoppil et al., 2011) and tidal (Timko et al., 2012, 2013) bands have been compared with kinetic
energy measured from moored ocean current meters and surface drifters.
This paper presents global maps of mesoscale eddy available potential energy (EAPE) from both a free-
running simulation and a reanalysis of the HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM; Chassignet et al.,
2009), run on a 1/12.58 global grid. The global maps of low-frequency EAPE computed from HYCOM are
compared to global EAPE maps enabled by, and recently computed from, the Argo float array (Roullet et al.,
2014). To our knowledge, no truly global model-data comparison of EAPE has been attempted until now.
Key Points:
 Global maps of the mesoscale eddy
available potential energy are made
from a HYCOM simulation and
reanalysis
 Modeled eddy available potential
energy compares well to Argo
observations globally, and to moored
instruments locally
 Model-data comparisons of eddy
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The model-data comparison of EAPE in this work tests the ability of models to represent mesoscale eddy
dynamics in the ocean interior. Available potential energy (APE) is defined as the amount of potential
energy in a stratified fluid that is available for mixing and conversion into kinetic energy (Huang, 1998;
Munk & Wunsch, 1998). Although much literature has been focused on the subject of the time-mean APE
(Saenz et al., 2012; Tailleux, 2013; Winters et al., 1995), there is little in the way of validating the realism of
EAPE in realistic, high-resolution ocean models. The computation of EAPE differs from the computation of
time-mean APE in the works cited above in that it requires no complex reference state or background
potential energy, and instead relies upon a locally calculated mean-isopycnal state. For the purpose of this
paper, a low-frequency ‘‘eddy’’ is defined as a departure from a long-term temporal mean, with a period of
greater than 2 days. EAPE—the energy of fluctuations in density around a time mean—is a function of both
background stratification and isopycnal fluctuations, and is, therefore, a critical component of the structure
of the pycnocline (Gnanadesikan, 1999). Validating the ability of HYCOM to predict EAPE lays the ground-
work for further study of energetics in high-resolution ocean models.
We compare the HYCOM simulation, HYCOM reanalysis, and Argo EAPE to independent estimates com-
puted from anomaly time series at 1,057 individual moored historical instrument observations, in conjunc-
tion with buoyancy frequencies taken from a global climatology. Hereafter, the Moored Historic
Observations will be referred to as MHO. An advantage of using MHO instruments as an observational data
set for EAPE is that the relatively high temporal resolution of many MHO instruments permits us to separate
the EAPE due to low-frequency mesoscale eddy motions from EAPE due to high-frequency motions such as
internal gravity waves and tides. High-frequency motions are aliased into Argo records which have a 10
day cycle time. Disadvantages of the MHO data set include its sparse spatial coverage, a likely seasonal bias
due to the fact that it is simpler to deploy moorings in summer than in winter, and the lack of salinity data
at the majority of MHO locations. Due to the lack of salinity data, the MHO EAPE are calculated using tem-
perature as a proxy for density, a procedure that has a long historical precedent in oceanography (Dantzler,
1977; Wunsch, 1999). The use of temperature as a proxy for density is less accurate in the upper ocean due
to density compensated motions (Rudnick & Ferrari, 1999). For this reason, we compute EAPE only at MHO
instruments that are 60 m or more below the surface. We also test the differences between EAPE computed
from density variations versus EAPE computed using temperature as a proxy for density, using both HYCOM
output and output from modern McLane in situ profiler instruments (Doherty et al., 1999).
An additional goal of this paper is to test whether modeled EAPE is improved with data assimilation. Recent
advances in both remotely sensed and in situ oceanic observations have dramatically increased the amount
of data available for assimilation in a reanalysis. In this paper, we will demonstrate that the data assimilation
in the reanalysis improves the background buoyancy frequency, a critical constituent of the EAPE calcula-
tion. We will also show that the spatial structures of EAPE in the global HYCOM reanalysis more closely
resemble the spatial structures seen in the Argo maps than do the spatial structures in the HYCOM simula-
tion map. Finally, we employ the Murphy (1988) skill score to further quantify improvement in the reanalysis
relative to the simulation. In the case of global EAPE, the skill score is computed between HYCOM and Argo
EAPE, while at MHO locations, the skill score is computed using the square of temperature anomalies in
HYCOM and MHO.
We will show that there is considerable scatter whenever averages of the estimates used here—HYCOM
simulation, HYCOM reanalysis, MHO, and Argo—are compared against each other. A brief analysis of the
EAPE fields in a horizontally homogeneous quasi-geostrophic (QG) turbulence model demonstrates that sta-
tistical scatter is inherent in EAPE comparisons made from a chaotic mesoscale eddy field, even without the
complicating factors present in the actual ocean (laterally inhomogeneous environments, varying topogra-
phy, etc.). Established theory (Flierl & McWilliams, 1977) in conjunction with our analysis of the idealized
model quantifies the expected scatter as a function of record length, which is typically on the order of sev-
eral months to a year for MHO records.
2. Models, Observational Data, and Methods
We use a free-running global HYCOM simulation run for 20 years from 1993 to 2012, and a data-assimilative
reanalysis run over the same time period. For our global comparison with Argo, all HYCOM EAPE is com-
puted using density anomalies. Due to the size of the 20 year model output, we chose output from one
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model year (2003) for our global comparisons. Our global comparisons are made at a depth of 500 m, close
to the depth of the EAPE maximum presented in Roullet et al. (2014). Model EAPE is calculated using the
native 1/12.58 resolution, and then decimated to 1/48 degree resolution for mapping purposes. For our
MHO-HYCOM comparison, we choose an EAPE computation method that is straightforward and consistent
with the limitations inherent in the MHO data. Salinity data are generally not available alongside the
historical temperature time series records. With this in consideration, we take temperature anomalies—low-
frequency departures from a temporal mean—as a proxy for density anomalies. Where Argo EAPE is
compared with our MHO estimates, we still use values drawn from Roullet et al. (2014), which are computed
from density anomalies. The MHO-Argo comparisons are thus inconsistent in this way. The errors intro-
duced in using temperature as a proxy for density are examined using in situ data from McLane profilers
(Doherty et al., 1999). Because MHO temperature time series data are generally too sparse in the vertical
direction to allow for the quantification of oceanic stratification at mooring locations, we use the World
Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA; Antonov et al., 2010; Locarnini et al., 2010) records to compute background Brunt-
V€ais€al€a buoyancy frequency at the mooring sites. For the sake of clarity, EAPE calculated from a combination
of MHO data and WOA climatology will be referred to as ‘‘MHO EAPE.’’
2.1. Models
EAPE is computed from runs of the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) Global Ocean Forecast System (GOFS,
Metzger et al., 2014). The free-running simulation (hereafter, ‘‘simulation’’) and reanalysis both employ the
HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) configured with 32 layers in the vertical direction, and an equato-
rial horizontal resolution of 0.088 (1/12.58 or 9 km) on a tripolar grid. The model is spun up for 20 years with
the atmospheric forcing from an annual climatology of the National Center for Environmental Prediction Cli-
mate Forecast System (CFS) and is then run with hourly forcing from the CFS Reanalysis (Saha et al., 2010)
from 1993 to 2010 and from CFSv2 (Saha et al., 2013) for the remaining 2 years (2011 and 2012). During the
20 year spin-up, the simulation stratification drifts away from climatology as will be seen later. Neither the
HYCOM simulation nor the reanalysis contain tides. For the simulation, designated internally at NRL as
GLBb0.08_expt10.2, daily means are archived on the Navy Department of Defense (DoD) Shared Resource
Center (DSRC) at Stennis Space Center.
For the reanalysis, designated at NRL as GLBb0.08_expt19.0/19.1, an analysis using the Navy Coupled Ocean
Data Assimilation (NCODA) system (Cummings & Smedstad, 2013) is performed daily. Daily means are
archived at the DSRC at Stennis Space Center and are available at the HYCOM consortium server (https://
hycom.org/dataserver/glb-reanalysis). While the model code and configuration are fixed for the reanalysis,
the observing network changes significantly over the 20 years. Both satellite altimeters and Argo floats are
important sources of observations to be assimilated in the reanalysis. Altimetric sea surface height anoma-
lies are converted to synthetic profiles of temperature and salinity in NCODA. The number of altimeters
available for assimilation varies between two and four over the 20 years of the run. During the last decade
of the reanalysis, the Argo floats provide approximately 370 profiles of temperature and salinity per day.
While global maps of HYCOM EAPE are computed from one model year (2003), the full 20 year model out-
put is used for our comparison to MHO EAPE. Because the model runs are 20 years in duration, we will refer
to ‘‘20 year runs’’ and ‘‘20 years of output’’ although reanalysis output for year 2001 has been discarded due
to data corruption in a large portion of the model output for that year. The majority of MHO records are of
order 1 year in length, much shorter than the 20 year model outputs. To ensure a consistent comparison
between the long model runs and the shorter in situ MHO data sets, we analyze individual model years as
well as 20 year means.
2.2. Observations
Argo global EAPE fields are obtained from Roullet et al. (2014) on a 1/28 grid. Roullet et al. (2014) can be
consulted for a discussion of the methods employed to extract EAPE from Argo floats. Discussions of the
Argo array are given in numerous sources including Roemmich and Owens (2000), www.argo.net, and
www.argo.ucsd.edu. For our later comparisons involving MHO data, Argo EAPE from the closest location
and nearest depth to the MHO instrument in question is used.
Time series of temperature from moored historical observations (MHO) are obtained from the Global Multi-
Archive Current Meter Database (GMACMD; Scott et al., 2010; Timko et al., 2012, 2013) and can be found at
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http://stockage.univ-brest.fr/~scott/GMACMD/gmacmd.html. These records span from 1974 to 2008 and are
generally not contemporaneous with the HYCOM runs or Argo data. To avoid problems with abyssal tempera-
ture records, in which the small magnitude of the fluctuating temperature variations are not well resolved by
the measurements, we use only instruments in water depths of 1,500 m or less. Only locations with seafloor
depths greater than 500 m are included, owing to the lack of climatological data for computing buoyancy fre-
quency on the shelf. Data within the mixed layer shallower than 60 m are excluded; at such locations the
buoyancy frequency is often locally very small, causing the numerical EAPE estimates (see equation (1)) to
become unphysically large. Additionally, within the mixed layer, temperature anomaly correlates less strongly
with density fluctuations as a result of density compensation (Rudnick & Ferrari, 1999). Finally, we use only
instruments between 658N and 658S in order to eliminate locations where salinity fluctuations play a larger
role in density anomalies; the sparsity of Argo in polar regions is another reason to exclude them.
We select MHO temperature time series that are longer than 180 days and exclude records containing gaps in
the time series. The remaining records are then visually inspected and quality controlled for instrument errors
and other problems such as severe discretization of temperature anomalies, thermistor calibration drift, and
nonstationarity in the variance of temperature signals. The total number of instruments excluded for these
reasons is relatively small (<10%). Our selection criteria yields a total of 1,057 instruments distributed globally.
The horizontal locations of the MHO instruments are given in Figure 1, left. The spatial coverage is sparse and
uneven. Some basins (e.g., the North Atlantic and North Pacific) are relatively well sampled, while others (e.g.,
the South Pacific) are sampled very little. The vertical coverage of the MHO data set is given in Figure 1, right.
Generally, the number of records is larger in shallower depths (upper 500 or so meters). To remove high-
frequency motions such as internal tides and internal gravity waves, we low-pass filter the MHO records using
a second-order Butterworth filter with a 2 day cutoff period. We also remove linear trends from the time series
in order to remove seasonal trends not fully resolved by records shorter than a year. In order to validate our
use of temperature time series in this paper, we compare temperature and density variance using McLane in
situ profile data (Doherty et al., 1999) at 10 locations marked by a red ‘‘X’’ in Figure 1, left. At these 10 locations,
time series of temperature and salinity were taken at selected depths between 200 and 1,300 m. This yielded
a total of 31 distinct temperature and salinity time series where density variance could be compared with den-
sity variance using temperature as a proxy for density.
2.3. Calculation of EAPE
Consistent with the method of calculation used in the global Argo estimates (Roullet et al., 2014), we use
the ‘‘APE3’’ term in Kang and Fringer (2010) to calculate EAPE. Note that, as is standard, the potential
Figure 1. (left) Horizontal locations of MHO instruments. Locations of McLane profilers used to test our use of temperature as a proxy for density are shown with a
red X. (right) Distribution of MHO instruments by depth, binned into 15 equally distributed depths from 60 to 1,500 m.
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densities q and density anomalies q0 are computed with respect to the local vertical position. To first order,






where g is the acceleration due to gravity, q0 is a seawater potential density anomaly defined as a departure
from a time mean of density, q0 is the average density of seawater, and the square of the Brunt-V€ais€al€a
buoyancy frequency N252 gq0
dq
dz , where z represents the vertical coordinate. We have divided the Kang and
Fringer (2010) EAPE by an additional factor of q0, in order to obtain units consistent with the units given by
Roullet et al. (2014).
For our HYCOM global map calculations, model density output at a depth of 500 m is used to calculate den-
sity anomalies, and N2 is calculated with a centered difference derivative using model output at 550 and
450 m. For the computation of global averages from HYCOM maps, model output is interpolated to the
Argo native resolution of 1/28. Spatial averages are computed only over locations where both model output
and Argo data is available. In our analysis of the MHO, the buoyancy frequency is determined using WOA
annual mean temperature and salinity climatology and the TEOS-10 Gibbs Sea Water equation of state
package (McDougall & Barker, 2011). In the calculation of HYCOM EAPE at MHO locations, the modeled
buoyancy frequency is computed from annually averaged model output interpolated to a depth level grid,
in analogy to the WOA climatology used in conjunction with the MHO data.
For the calculation of MHO and HYCOM EAPE at MHO locations, we estimate a density anomaly q0 from the
temperature anomaly T 0, using a linearized equation of state for seawater:
q0  q0½2aT 01bS0  2q0aT 0; (2)
where a and b are the thermal expansion and haline contraction coefficients of seawater, respectively. The
prime notation again denotes a departure from the time-averaged value, and the salinity term S0 is dropped
due to its absence in most historical in situ measurements. For consistency, the salinity term is also dropped
in the calculation of HYCOM EAPE at MHO locations. The coefficient a is calculated locally at instrument
locations and depths from either the World Ocean Atlas climatology (for MHO data) or from annual aver-
ages (for HYCOM output.)
2.4. Statistical Analysis
We use several metrics to quantify differences between EAPE in HYCOM and observations. For our global
comparisons of HYCOM and Argo, we present global area-weighted averages of EAPE. For our MHO location
comparison, we present HYCOM, MHO and Argo EAPE, as well as the constituent terms in the calculation of
the EAPE, T 02 and N2. A linear regression coefficient A for EAPE is calculated using standard methods. The








where i is a location index and n is the total number of MHO instruments used in the calculation. Addi-
tionally, a correlation coefficient R is calculated between pairs of estimates (model, MHO, and Argo) across
the MHO locations. The ideal values expressing a perfect comparison are equal to one for all of the met-
rics A, c, and R. Following the above methodology, means and correlations for the constituent terms T 02
and N2 are also calculated. Comparison statistics denoted as ‘‘20 year mean’’ are calculated on output that
has been binned yearly, then averaged over 20 years, and then spatially averaged, prior to the calculation
of statistics.
In order to quantify improvement between the model simulation and reanalysis, we employ a skill score
used in Murphy (1988). The skill score (SS) is defined as
SSðR; S;ObsÞ512½MSEðR;ObsÞ=MSEðS;ObsÞ; (4)
where the mean square error (MSE) is defined as
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where R denotes model reanalysis predictions, S denotes model simulation predictions, and Obs denotes
the observational predictions. In the case of our global comparisons with Argo, we use EAPE predictions,
and in the case of our Model versus WOA comparisons, we use temperature variance. The skill score is posi-
tive when the accuracy of the reanalysis is greater than that of the simulation. SS 5 1 represents a reanalysis
that perfectly matches observations (MSE(R,Obs) 5 0), while SS 5 0 when MSE(R,Obs) 5 MSE(S,Obs), repre-
senting no improvement in the reanalysis. Multiplying by 100 translates SS into a measure of percent
improvement.
Because we present spatial means as a metric for comparison between our model runs and observational
data, it is convenient to include estimates of the error of these means. We employ bootstrap methods to
estimate 95th percentile confidence intervals on our means. Bootstrapping is performed with N 5 1,000
bootstrap resamples of our original data. In the case of our global area-weighted integrals, where the global
integral and nonweighted averages differ slightly, we estimate the percent error using the global average,
and apply it to the global integral.
3. Results
We first present global maps of EAPE from HYCOM and Argo. We then examine HYCOM, Argo, and MHO
EAPE at the MHO locations. We compare HYCOM and MHO values of the EAPE constituent terms N2, the
square of the Brunt-V€ais€al€a buoyancy frequency, and T 02, the square of the low-passed temperature
anomalies.
3.1. Global EAPE Maps
Global maps of EAPE at 500 m computed from the HYCOM simulation and reanalysis (top and middle,
respectively, of Figure 2) show spatial structures consistent with the Argo map (bottom), such as increased
EAPE in western boundary currents and in the Southern Ocean. Because Argo, as well as other observations
including satellite altimetry, is used as a source of assimilative observations for the reanalysis, one would
expect that the reanalysis EAPE maps would more closely reproduce Argo estimates, and this is indeed the
case. The spatial structure in the reanalysis more closely resembles the Argo structure in several respects,
confirming the added value of data assimilation. Perhaps the most apparent improvement is the lack of an
artificial South Atlantic ‘‘eddy train’’ in the reanalysis. The simulation contains a distinctive ‘‘eddy train,’’
resulting from eddies escaping the Agulhas Current into the South Atlantic. We note that this ‘‘eddy train’’
is not a unique feature of the HYCOM simulation and can be seen in other high-resolution simulations
(Maltrud & McClean, 2005), where the train was diagnosed using sea surface hight variance and was not
seen in altimeter observations. One possible cause of this ‘‘eddy train’’ is illustrated in McClean et al. (2011),
where introduction of ocean-atmospheric fluxes in a coupled model is shown to improve the realism of
these eddies. It is also possible that improvements in the ocean-atmosphere wind shear implemented in
HYCOM could improve the dynamics in the region. The train results in a large local overestimation of EAPE
in the simulation when compared to Argo, while much of the rest of the simulation South Atlantic EAPE is
below the Argo values. In the reanalysis however, the eddy train is no longer apparent, and the rest of the
South Atlantic is more energetic, in line with the Argo maps.
The reanalysis also matches the spatial structure of the Argo maps in the Kuroshio and Gulf Stream regions
more closely than the simulation does. For instance, in both Argo and the HYCOM reanalysis, the Gulf
Stream hooks northward at about 458W, while the HYCOM simulation does not. There are a number of fac-
tors that may cause a model to differ from observation. Chassignet and Xu (2017), for instance, show that
resolution plays a role in the realism of the Gulf Stream. While the model runs used in this paper contain an
energetic eddy field, they lack sufficient resolution to accurately portray all featured of western boundary
currents (Thoppil et al., 2011). While the simulation overestimates EAPE in the Indian Ocean between 108S
and 308S, the reanalysis predicts EAPE values closer to that of Argo. On the other hand, the simulation argu-
ably recreates more accurately the 500 m EAPE fields in the near equatorial Pacific, and parts of the South-
ern Ocean.
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Figure 2. Global EAPE (cm2 s22) at 500 m depth in the (top) HYCOM simulation, (middle) HYCOM reanalysis, and (bottom)
Roullet et al. (2014) Argo analysis. The eddy ‘‘train’’ discussed in the results section is encircled in the top subfigure. In this
figure, both HYCOM maps are given on a 1/48 grid while the Argo map is shown on its native 1/28 resolution.
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Figure 3 displays point-to-point comparisons of the 500 m EAPE values between (left) the simulation and
Argo, and (right) the reanalysis and Argo. Model output was decimated to the Argo native resolution of 1/28
for both global point-to-point scatterplots. The simulation exhibits more scatter, and lower correlation with
respect to Argo, with R 5 0.52 and R 5 0.65 for the simulation and reanalysis, respectively. To further quantify
differences between the simulation and reanalysis, we compute a skill score (SS). Globally referenced to Argo
EAPE, the skill score for HYCOM is SS(REAPE, SEAPE, ArgoEAPE) 5 0.50 implying that the modeled EAPE is improved
by close to 50% in the reanalysis compared to the simulation through the introduction of data assimilation.
The visual impression from Figure 2 is that the HYCOM simulation and reanalysis are both more energetic
than the Argo maps. We confirm this by computing global averages (left column of Table 1). The model simu-
lation provides the highest estimate with a global average EAPE of 185 6 6 cm2 s22, while the reanalysis is
slightly lower at 183 6 4 cm2 s22. EAPE estimated using Argo provides the lowest global estimate at 168 6
4 cm2 s22, about 10% lower than the HYCOM estimates. Zonal averages of EAPE (Figure 4) demonstrate that
both the simulation and reanalysis reproduce the qualitative structure of observed Argo EAPE between about
608N and 558S. However, both model runs generally predict slightly higher values of EAPE than does Argo
between these latitudes. In the Southern Hemisphere between 358S and 558S, the reanalysis over predicts
EAPE. However, the peaks are more closely positioned in latitude in the Argo observations when compared
to the simulation, which has a peak EAPE that is slightly shifted to the North. The simulation also has local
EAPE maxima just poleward of 208N and 208S that do not appear in either the reanalisys or in Argo. From
308N–608N, both model runs agree closely in both latitudinal dependence and magnitude. However, once
again, the simulation predicts a maximum EAPE slightly shifted toward the equator than either the reanalysis
or Argo. Poleward of 558S and 608N, there is a marked disconnect between Argo and HYCOM, with HYCOM
exhibiting much higher zonal EAPE in the north, and much lower zonal
EAPE in the south. In polar regions, weak stratification causes issues
with our expression for EAPE. Additionally, south of 558S Argo observa-
tions generally becomes sparse. These factors are most likely one cause
of the somewhat poor model-data agreement in these regions.
Prompted by the differences between the HYCOM and Argo EAPE
maps, we present another observational EAPE estimate for comparison
to HYCOM and Argo values. In the next three sections, we compute
EAPE from HYCOM, Argo, and MHO at the individual locations of the
MHO instruments. We also compare the constituent terms used in our
calculation of EAPE, using HYCOM output and MHO/WOA data.
3.2. Stratification
We compare N2 in HYCOM versus the WOA observational climatology
at the MHO locations shown in Figure 1. Both the simulation and
Figure 3. A point-to-point comparison of global EAPE (cm2 s22) at 500 m (a) between simulation and Argo and (b)
between reanalysis and Argo. Population density is given by color, with the most tightly grouped data shown in red, and
the sparsest data in blue. The one-to-one line is shown in black along with bounding lines representing a factor of 3.
Table 1
Means of EAPE, Computed Over the Entire Globe (Left Column), and Over All
Available MHO Locations (Right Column), for MHO, Argo, HYCOM Simulation
and Reanalysis
Mean EAPE (cm2 s–2)
Global At MHO locations
Simulation 185 6 6 600 6 90
Reanalysis 183 6 4 598 6 87
MHO N/A 709 6 143
Argo 168 6 4 462 6 55
Note. For the global calculations, we use model year 2003 for the HYCOM
simulation and reanalysis, and for the MHO comparison, HYCOM 20 year
means are used.
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reanalysis stratifications are initialized from the same 20 year spin-up
period with climatological forcing. However, during the spin-up
period, the simulation drifts away from the WOA climatology. We
might expect that once interannual forcing is applied during the
1993–2012 analysis period, the simulation will remain relatively far
from climatology, whereas the data assimilation employed in the
reanalysis should result in more accurate model stratification. Consis-
tent with this expectation, the reanalysis outperforms the simulation
with respect to climatological stratification over the duration of the
model runs. A comparison of the stratification in the HYCOM runs ver-
sus WOA is shown in Figure 5. The scatter in Figure 5a (20 year simula-
tion average versus WOA annual average) is visually greater than in
Figure 5b (20 year reanalysis average versus WOA annual average).
Both the reanalysis and the simulation have linear regression coeffi-
cients A and ratios of the means c that are very close to one (Table 2),
suggesting that when averaged over MHO locations, the model shows
fairly good skill with respect to reproducing accurate stratification.
When viewed in the context of point-to-point correlation, the reanaly-
sis shows notable improvement, with correlation being higher between the reanalysis and WOA (R 5 0.97)
than between the simulation and WOA (R 5 0.78). In a free-running simulation, the forcing that produces
the stratification in the model is independent of the climatological stratification that was used to initialize
the run. The dynamic stratification produced in the model is a product of the mixing occurring within the
model. It is possible that the simulation drifts from the climatology because of inaccuracies in model mixing
dynamics.
To illustrate the temporal drift of model stratification, we display in Figures 6a–6c the vertical profiles of N2,
spatially averaged over the locations shown in Figure 1 for model years 1993, 2002, and 2012. The N2 profile
in the simulation has a maximum that is slightly deeper than seen in WOA. The maximum N2 values in the
reanalysis, while slightly larger than those in WOA, occur at depths that are noticeably closer to the depths
seen in WOA. It is also evident that the temporal drifts in the stratification are greater in the simulation than
in the reanalysis, with the pycnocline both broadening and deepening over time. The temporal drift of the
stratifications in the reanalysis and the simulation is also seen in Figure 6d, which displays the yearly spa-
tially averaged N2 profiles in the upper 300 m. From this it is clear that the HYCOM reanalysis more closely
recreates the depth of maximum stratification than does the simulation. It is important to note that the
stratification drift of the model, along with the background stratification used in our calculation of MHO
Figure 4. Zonal-mean distribution of EAPE (cm2 s22) for simulation, reanalysis,
and Argo.
Figure 5. Global point-to-point comparison of squared Brunt-V€ais€al€a buoyancy frequency (s22) at MHO locations, aver-
aged over 20 years of model output (a) between simulation and WOA and (b) between reanalysis and WOA. Population
density is given by color, with the most tightly grouped data shown in red, and the sparsest data in blue. The one-to-one
line is shown in black along with bounding lines representing a factor of 3 as described in Figure 3.
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EAPE is biased toward the summer seasonal pycnocline. As many of our MHO observations are located shal-
lower than 250 m, this most likely contributes to a bias in both our model and MHO EAPE estimates at MHO
locations presented in section 3.4, as well as in the stratification temporal drift discussed here. Furthermore,
as we are averaging over a globally distributed data set of MHO locations, there is certainly introduced bias
from global-merging of stratification. We believe however, that despite this, spatial and yearly means of N2
still provide a useful metric to diagnose model performance.
3.3. Temperature and Density Anomaly
In this section, we compare T 02 between HYCOM and MHO. However, before we discuss the results of the
MHO analysis, we display some typical model results at selected locations. Frequency spectra of the low-
passed temperature anomalies at individual locations for MHO records, simulation, and reanalysis are
shown in Figure 7. The simulation and reanalysis results are computed from model year 1993. The
Table 2
Statistical Metrics and 20 Year Means for EAPE Constituent Terms, the Square of the Temperature Anomaly and the Square
of the Buoyancy Frequency at MHO Locations, Denoted by Terms in hi
Temperature variance Stratification
hT 02iMHO (8C2) AT 02 cT 02 RT 02 hN2iWOA 1024 (s22) AN2 cN2 RN2
Data 0.95 (MHO) 0.50 (WOA)
Simulation 1.06 0.68 1.10 0.54 0.56 1.00 1.15 0.78
Reanalysis 1.08 0.83 1.12 0.76 0.50 1.00 1.02 0.97
Figure 6. Vertical profile of spatially averaged buoyancy frequency N2 (s22) in HYCOM and WOA taken over comparison
points shown in Figure 1. Profiles are shown of yearly averaged snapshots of model output for (a) 1993, (b) 2002, (c) 2012,
and (d) profiles for all years of model output over the upper 300 m of water column. In all subplots, we display the WOA
annual profiles averaged over the same locations.
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corresponding annually averaged Brunt-V€ais€al€a stratification frequency profiles from the WOA climatology,
simulation, and reanalysis output are also shown. Note that interannual EAPE variability in the model output
does not appear to have significant impact on the agreement between model and data at most locations.
At the locations shown in Figures 7a and 7c, the simulation temperature spectra fall off more steeply at peri-
ods shorter than 20 days (0.05 cpd), while the reanalysis spectra lie closer to the MHO spectra. In Figures
7b and 7d, both the simulation and reanalysis temperature frequency spectra are in fairly close agreement
with the MHO spectra. While HYCOM displays some skill at many locations, records exist where much of the
variance occurring at periods of less than 20 days is not captured by the dynamics of the simulation alone.
It is possible that assimilation in the reanalysis introduces some of this unresolved low-frequency mesoscale
energy. At the same time, data assimilation increments can introduce artificially high levels of gravity waves
through geostrophic adjustment. However, any such excess high-frequency energy would be reduced by
the daily averages employed here. The better agreement of the reanalysis EAPE maps with Argo EAPE
maps, as is seen in the global model versus Argo comparison of Figure 2, and the close agreement of the
globally averaged EAPE in the reanalysis versus the simulation, suggest that the data assimilation is not
introducing gross inaccuracies in the reanalysis, at least in the daily averaged fields. Further evidence of this
is seen in the frequency spectra of the reanalysis shown in Figure 7; no artificial peaks are seen as one
approaches the high frequencies characteristic of gravity waves. At all four locations shown in Figure 7,
buoyancy frequency profiles reveal a greater accuracy in the reanalysis over the simulation, consistent with
the discussion in section 3.2.
A point-to-point comparison of T 02 in HYCOM versus MHO, shown in Figure 8, reveals substantial scatter but
a small bias. The scatter in the reanalysis plot (Figure 8b) is marginally tighter than that in the simulation
plot (Figure 8a). However, the reduction in the scatter between the reanalysis and simulation comparisons
with MHO for T 02 is not as visually striking as in the comparison with WOA of N2 (Figure 5). While Table 2
shows that the correlation between the model and MHO T 02 is improved in the reanalysis (R 5 0.76) versus
the simulation (R 5 0.54), the reanalysis overestimates T 02 slightly more in a spatial average than does the
simulation, as can be seen in the ratio of the means (c 5 1.12) versus (c 5 1.10) for the reanalysis and
Figure 7. Temperature anomaly frequency spectra (at depths given below) and annual average N2 profiles, for 1993
HYCOM simulation and reanalysis output, showing (left) different levels of agreement with spectra computed from MHO
observations and (right) N2 computed from WOA observational climatology. Locations are (a) 32:448N, 127:7698W
(454 m), in the North-Eastern Pacific, (b) 0:028S, 110:218W (927 m) in the Eastern Equatorial Pacific, (c) 37:88N, 55:78W
(497 m) in the Gulf Stream, and (d) 5:968S, 82:508W (100 m) off the coast of Peru.
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simulation, respectively. We compute the skill score (SS) of HYCOM with respect to MHO T 02 as a metric for
examining the impact of data assimilation on HYCOM. We find the skill score SSðRT 02 ; ST 02 ;MHOT 02Þ50:47, again
implying a close to 50% improvement between the reanalysis and simulation. The large spread in the compari-
sons of T 02 dominates the scatter seen in our EAPE comparison in the next section, and will be further addressed
in section 4.
To test the accuracy of the approximate linearized equation of state discussed in section 2.3, we compare
the square of the inferred density anomaly ð2q0aT 0Þ2 against the square of the density anomaly q02 calcu-
lated from the full nonlinear equation of state (McDougall & Barker, 2011). Figure 9, left, displays a scatter-
plot of inferred verses actual density values taken from the HYCOM reanalysis at MHO locations. Figure 9,
right, displays the same comparison at the McLane profile locations described in section 2.2, where observa-
tions of both temperature and salinity are available. In both cases, the majority of locations lie close to the
1:1 line. In both the HYCOM and McLane exercises, the correlation between the actual and inferred density
anomaly is R 5 0.93. The reasonably good comparison seen in Figure 9 suggests that the error in EAPE intro-
duced via this approximation (equation (2)) is smaller than other sources of scatter (discussed below, and in
section 4).
Figure 8. As in Figure 3, but for a point-to-point comparison of 20 year averaged T 02 (8C2) (a) between simulation and MHO and (b) between reanalysis and MHO.
Figure 9. (left) As in Figure 3 but for a comparison of the squared inferred density anomaly ð2q0aT 0Þ2 against the actual
squared density anomaly q02 calculated using the full nonlinear equation of state (McDougall & Barker, 2011), with HYCOM
reanalysis salinity and temperature fields as inputs at MHO locations. (right) A similar comparison performed at 31 depths
over 10 locations using in situ McLane profiler temperature and salinity data. Units are (kg/m3)2.
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3.4. MHO EAPE
Both the simulation and reanalysis EAPE, averaged over all MHO locations, are about 16% lower than the
MHO EAPE (Table 1). The HYCOM bias to lower energies evident in Table 1 can also be seen in the scatter-
plots of EAPE in Figure 10, where the bulk of the HYCOM points compared fall slightly to the right of the 1:1
comparison line. The reanalysis versus MHO EAPE scatterplot (Figure 10b) does show a marginally tighter
clustering than the scatterplot of EAPE in the simulation versus MHO (Figure 10a). The statistical comparison
metrics outlined in section 2.4 display similar trends for the HYCOM comparisons to both MHO and Argo
(Table 3). The value of c effectively remains constant from the simulation to the reanalysis, while the linear
regression coefficient A shows a slight improvement in the reanalysis when compared to the simulation. It
is clear that R, the model correlation with MHO on a point-to-point basis, is improved in the reanalysis
(R 5 0.84) versus the simulation (R 5 0.56), and this trend is repeated when the model EAPE is compared to
Argo at the same locations (R 5 0.62 versus R 5 0.47, respectively). Both model runs tend to slightly under
estimate the EAPE relative to MHO estimates, although all mean EAPE values are comparable, especially
when one considers the wide scatter shown in Figure 10.
Lastly, we compare our EAPE results at MHO locations with the EAPE calculated from Argo floats (Roullet
et al., 2014). Because of the relatively frequent temporal sampling of the MHO records, we are able to pro-
vide estimates of the amount of aliasing that may be present in the Argo EAPE estimates. As a proxy for
Argo sampling, we subsample the MHO records at 10 day intervals and compute the variance. As in Roullet
et al. (2014), any motions that occur at periods less than 10 days will be aliased into the Argo-like estimate
of low-frequency variance. We also compute variance from a 10 day low-pass of the MHO temperature time
series. The variance computed from the 10 day low-pass does not contain aliased high-frequency motions.
We find that 32% of the variance in the Argo-like estimates is due to aliased contributions from motions
with periods of 10 days or less. Because the MHO EAPE estimates presented here employ a 2 day low-pass
filter, some but not all of the aliased energy that is in Argo is included
in our MHO EAPE estimates. By comparing the variance in the Argo-
like sampled MHO observations with the 2 day low-passed MHO data
used in this paper, we conclude that Argo should over estimate EAPE
by about 15% when compared to our MHO predictions, suggesting
that in the locations of the MHO comparison, the true observed low-
frequency energy should be slightly less than the the low-frequency
Argo EAPE estimates. It is worth noting however, that the Argo model
still predicts the lowest EAPE estimates when averaged over MHO
locations (Table 1).
As shown in Figure 11, the vertical profiles of spatial mean EAPE
between the simulation, reanalysis, MHO, and Argo at MHO locations
Figure 10. As in Figure 3, but for a point-to-point comparison of EAPE (cm2 s22) (a) between a 20 year average of the sim-
ulation and MHO and (b) between a 20 year average of the reanalysis and MHO.
Table 3
Statistical Comparison Metrics (See Text for Definitions) for EAPE Between
HYCOM (Computed Using 20 Years of Output) and Observations (MHO and
Argo)
Comparison metric
Model run A c R
Simulation EAPE (MHO) 0.40 0.84 0.56
Reanalysis EAPE (MHO) 0.55 0.84 0.84
Simulation EAPE (Argo) 0.91 1.30 0.47
Reanalysis EAPE (Argo) 1.07 1.30 0.62
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are in qualitative agreement, with all EAPE estimates having a local
minimum at about 200 m, and a local interior maximum between 300
and 700 m. For many of the depths between 200 and 600 m, it is
worth noting that both model EAPE predictions are ‘‘bounded’’ by
observations, with MHO serving as an upper limit, and Argo EAPE rep-
resenting a lower limit. The globally and depth-averaged EAPE values
given in Table 1 display similar trends; Argo is the lowest estimate,
MHO is the highest estimate, and the models fall in between. The ver-
tical profile of spatially averaged EAPE shown in Figure 11 is presented
as a useful and interesting metric. However, due to the sparse sam-
pling in the vertical, as well as the spatial sampling bias depicted in
Figure 1, it is not representative of the global vertical structure of
EAPE.
Scatterplots of HYCOM and MHO EAPE values against Argo EAPE val-
ues, at the MHO locations shown in Figure 1, are displayed in Figure
12. Although on a point-to-point basis, the subplots in Figure 12 show
large scatter, it is also true that EAPE calculated from the MHO, simula-
tion and reanalysis are close to values in Roullet et al. (2014) when
spatially averaged. As shown in Table 1, the spatial means of both the
simulation and reanalysis EAPE (600 6 90 and 598 6 87 cm22 s22,
respectively) lie between the mean values inferred from MHO and
Argo (709 6 143 and 462 6 55 cm22 s22, respectively). The large
errors of the EAPE calculated at MHO locations in comparison to our global EAPE estimates are due to the
decreased sample size of our MHO database. Both the simulation and reanalysis EAPE are less than 16%
lower than MHO and less than 30% higher than Argo estimates, and all four mean EAPE values are within a
factor of 1.5 of one another Both the simulation and reanalysis EAPE means lie within the error bars of MHO
and Argo, however, the estimated error in Argo EAPE and MHO EAPE at MHO locations do not overlap.
Interestingly, the scatter seen in MHO versus Argo EAPE estimates (R 5 0.60) is comparable to the scatter in
the comparisons of the HYCOM simulation and reanalysis versus Argo given in Table 3. The fact that two dif-
ferent observationally based EAPE estimates yield a similar scatter to that seen in the model-Argo compari-
sons reinforces the notion that such model-data comparisons of mesoscale eddy fields are prone to large
scatter. In the following section, we use an idealized model to show the influence of sampling times on this
scatter.
4. Estimates of Inherent Scatter in Eddy Statistics
Mesoscale eddies are, by their nature, chaotic. In model-data comparisons such as the ones presented in
this paper, the question arises as to how much of the ‘‘scatter’’ seen in the model-data scatterplots is due
Figure 11. Vertical distribution of EAPE (cm2 s22) for simulation, reanalysis,
MHO, and Argo over MHO locations. EAPE is binned into 15 evenly distributed
depth bins in the vertical, and then splined for continuity.
Figure 12. As in Figure 3, but for a point-to-point comparison EAPE (log10ðcm2 s22Þ) in (left) reanalysis, (middle) simulation, and (right) MHO, versus Argo EAPE
(Roullet et al., 2014) at MHO locations.
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simply to the unpredictable nature of the underlying EAPE fluctuations. HYCOM and other realistic-domain
high-resolution ocean models exhibit dynamical variability due to complex and varying topography, atmo-
spheric forcing, and horizontal inhomogeneities arising from basin geometries. The scatterplots in Figures
3, 8, 10, and 12 are made from model output and observations that are impacted by all of these factors.
However, some of the scatter is due simply to the fact that we are sampling a chaotic field, in both model
output and observations, irrespective of the complexities introduced by the horizontally inhomogeneous
factors described above.
Estimates of the temporal sampling requirements for chaotic systems have been previously made, giving
predictions for the degree of spread expected in the variance of temperature time series data of a given
length. Flierl and McWilliams (1977) estimate the error in temperature variance (a quantity proportional to
EAPE assuming a given buoyancy frequency) to be on the order of 20–30% for records of 700 days in
length, and 10% or lower only for records longer than 15 years. Because many of the MHO records used in
this data are on the order of a year in length, and because the MHO, HYCOM, and Argo EAPE estimates
used here are not contemporaneous, we expect a substantial amount of spread in even the best model-
data comparisons.
To illustrate the intrinsic spread expected in our model-data comparison, we compare EAPE between differ-
ent grid points in a simulation of an idealized model that is horizontally homogeneous. As our idealized
model is horizontally homogeneous, the confounding spatially varying factors mentioned above—topogra-
phy, atmospheric forcing, and basin geometry—are not present. The idealized model is quasi-geostrophic
(QG), containing two vertical layers on an f-plane domain. The forcing for the QG model consists of a hori-
zontally homogeneous mean flow that is vertically sheared to induce baroclinic instability. The model is
damped by linear bottom Ekman friction with a decay coefficient R2. The nondimensional bottom friction
strength parameter is j5½ R2Ldu1 2u2  , where Ld is the first baroclinic mode Rossby radius of deformation, over-
bars denote an imposed time mean, and u1 2u2 is the difference in the imposed (zonal) mean flow in the
upper (1) and lower (2) layers. The value of j in the simulation used here is 0.4. Snapshots of the model out-
put are saved at every unit of nondimensional time ½ Ldu1 2u2  . The correlation time is about 16.5 snapshots.
Further details about the simulation used here can be found in Arbic et al. (2012, 2014) and references
therein. Because we are using the QG simulation as an analogue for the midlatitude mesoscale eddy field,
we equate the 16.5 snapshot correlation time for the simulation with 40 days, a typical correlation time for
midlatitude mesoscale eddies (Jacobs et al., 2001; Kuragano & Kamachi, 2000). EAPE in the QG model is
given by
Figure 13. Scatterplots of EAPE taken from 1,100 random points in an idealized horizontally homogeneous QG turbulence
model verses EAPE taken from 1,100 different random points within the same QG model, used to illustrate of the effect of
record duration on scatter. The QG EAPE (normalized by 12 ðu1 2u2 Þ
2) is averaged over 8 model decorrelation time periods
in (a), and over 182 model decorrelation time periods in (b) (approximately equivalent to 320 days and 20 years for mid-
latitude oceanic eddies, respectively.) As in previous plots, bounding lines represent a factor of 3, and colorbars represent
population density.
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where wbc is the baroclinic streamfunction, w1 and w2 are the upper and lower layer streamfunctions, and d
is the ratio between the top and bottom layer thickness. In the simulation used here, d 5 0.2.
Because our HYCOM-MHO comparisons involved about 1,100 instruments, we compare EAPE at 1,100 ran-
domly selected unique locations in the QG model versus EAPE at 1,100 different randomly selected loca-
tions. EAPE is averaged over 8 and 182 model correlation time periods (approximately equivalent to 320
days and 20 years for midlatitude oceanic eddies, respectively). As predicted by Flierl and McWilliams
(1977), the longer period of time averaging dramatically reduces the scatter between the point-to-point
comparisons as seen in the difference between Figures 13a and 13b.
We are able to validate our QG model runs against the quantitative predictions Flierl and McWilliams (1977)
make on the amount of error expected in temperature variance for various record durations. To make these
comparisons, we use the QG analogue of T 0, the temperature anomaly. It can be shown using the thermal
wind relation that the temperature anomaly T 0 / ðw12w2Þ. The temporal variance of T 0 is then calculated
for several different lengths of time. We use 100, 320, and 700 days, which correspond to temporal-
averaging lengths assessed in Flierl and McWilliams (1977). In order to quantify statistical errors in tempera-
ture variance in the model, we calculate the ratio of the standard deviation of the time-mean temperature
variance computed over all 1,100 points, to the magnitude of the time-mean temperature variance aver-
aged over the same model grid points. For 100, 320, and 700 days of sampling time, we estimate the tem-
perature variance error to be 63%, 36%, and 23%, respectively, which agree well with the 60%, 40%, and
20% estimates made by Flierl and McWilliams (1977). Additionally it takes 12 years of time averaging for our
QG temperature variance error to drop below 10%, which lies fairly close to the 15 years predicted by Flierl
and McWilliams (1977). This result suggests that given the duration of sampling common in the MHO
records, an order 30–40% error in EAPE estimates is to be expected. It is reasonable then, that the discrep-
ancies in EAPE estimates displayed in Table 1 fall roughly within this range. The large error in temperature
variance due to the chaotic nature of mesoscale eddies must certainly account for some of the spread seen
in the scatterplots of T 02 and EAPE shown in Figures 3, 8, 10, and 12.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have assessed the ability of both a simulation and reanalysis of a three-dimensional global
ocean model (HYCOM) to reproduce the statistics of the low-frequency eddy available potential energy
(EAPE) field in global maps made from Argo floats (Roullet et al., 2014) and in local moored historical obser-
vations (MHO). EAPE plays an important role in the vertical structure and mixing in the ocean, as well as in
the overall oceanic energy budget. It is therefore essential that high-resolution ocean models, which are
increasingly being used for ocean forecasting and dynamical process studies, be evaluated for the accuracy
of their EAPE fields. As far as we know, this study is the first to compare, on a global scale, the EAPE fields in
high-resolution ocean models with EAPE fields computed from observations. Both the HYCOM simulation
and reanalysis predict global area averaged EAPE estimates that are within 10% of Argo global estimates. At
MHO locations, the spatially averaged EAPE falls within 16% of MHO estimates, and within 30% of Argo esti-
mates. At the MHO locations, both the highest EAPE estimate (MHO) and lowest estimate (Argo) only differ
about 50%, and effectively bound the estimates from the models. Both model EAPE estimates fall within
the error of our observations. If account is taken of the fact that Argo estimates include aliased high-
frequency motions, then the Argo EAPE values spatially averaged over the MHO locations are lower than
the model estimates by about 50%, and in the globally averaged EAPE estimates made from maps, Argo
becomes lower than the model estimates by 30%. Point-to-point comparisons of Argo, simulation, reanaly-
sis and MHO EAPE at MHO locations exhibit considerable scatter. However, we show improvement in the
local point-to-point correlation of EAPE from the simulation to the reanalysis. As we have shown in an ideal-
ized quasi-geostrophic model, and as discussed in Flierl and McWilliams (1977), some amount of scatter is
to be expected given the chaotic nature of the mesoscale eddies underlying the EAPE fields. While both the
HYCOM simulation and reanalysis stratification profiles agree reasonably well with climatological estimates,
it is clear that the reanalysis stratification stays closer to climatology, and exhibits less temporal drift than
does the simulation stratification. Data assimilation in the reanalysis also improves the spatial structure of
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the global EAPE with respect to the Argo maps. We show using the skill score that in both our Argo and
MHO comparisons, model perfomance (EAPE and T 02, respectively) is increased through data assimilation.
The results presented in this paper show that HYCOM recreates the global low-frequency EAPE field reason-
ably well. This suggests that it would be reasonable to use HYCOM to quantify global-scale and basin-scale
EAPE reservoirs.
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